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the costumes in the globe play were authentic, they represented what people wore in the
1500s, but again, nothing was special about it. however, in the movie, the costumes were

carefully and cleverly picked to suit the roles of the actors. tybalt wore all black leather
and boots. the costume he wore made him look evil, which is the role that tybolt plays.
romeo and juliet wear simple light outfits, romeo wears a beach shirt with his buttons

undone at the top, this makes him look nice and approachable. the rest of the montagues
wear similar clothing. juliet generally wears a nice simple dress. at the masquerade ball

juliet wore an all-white angel outfit, tybalt went as a devil and romeo went as a knight. the
costumes at the ball worked very well because it symbols the traits of the characters, with

juliet being innocent and angelic, tybalt being evil, and romeo being juliets knight in
shining armor. the costumes were very effective and appealing in this movie and made it
easy to distinguish between the two families. the symbol was also effective, guns were
carved in as the sword names from the original and the number plates on the cars also
had meaning from the original. a brilliant rip-off of baz luhrmans romeo+juliet will be
screened to a full house at the leeds cinema, britain. the biggest difference is that the

play will be performed by a cast of well-known british actors and singers, who will be re-
creating the roles in a contemporary setting in the national theatres courtyard. this is a

new interpretation of the play, and the set will be more like a rock concert than a
traditional theatre, with hundreds of extras. the story of the lovers and their families is
told in much the same way that baz luhrmann did it in the film, but on a much bigger

scale. a group of ten teenagers have been chosen to play the main characters, and they
will be on stage for a full month, performing the entire play and taking to the streets to

recreate the story of the play. there will also be a live band on stage and singers. the play
will be written by richard eyre, the artistic director of the national theatre, and stephen

daldry, who directed the film. it is being produced by the joint venture of eyre and daldry,
and they also plan to release the play on dvd. the play will also tour and it is hoped to be

performed in many other european countries. the play is part of a new festival of
shakespeare in the round to mark the 400th anniversary of the bard of avon being

born.the play is part of the new festival of shakespeare in the round to mark the 400th
anniversary of the bard of avon being born.
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the themes of desire and betrayal,
anger and jealousy, are as hot as ever
in the latest romeo and juliet, directed
by baz luhrmann, who once again goes
for a wild, visually brash, and, it must
be said, visually gorgeous ride. in a

nod to the original text, it takes place
entirely in verona beach, italy in the
present day, where the play's bloody
reunion of old lovers is reenacted in

the streets, on a stage, on the side of a
building, and even, by way of a
colossal mural, in the sky. in a

commercial sense, the movie's as
successful as anything luhrmann's ever

done, capturing the romance of
shakespeare's text, the period appeal
of the story, and the visual magnetism
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of its star (or, in this case, stars). and
the cast does what it's supposed to do:
the teenage leads, leonardo dicaprio

and claire danes, are affecting, and the
big-name supporting cast brings the

right amount of brio to their roles. the
film's anachronistic flair aside, though,
the bard's timeless play is, despite its

high-concept reenactment, still
suffused with the passion and

emotions that make it so popular.
there's no doubting the skill of oscar-
winner baz luhrmann, whose take on
shakespeare's romeo and juliet is one

of the most innovative cinematic
adaptations of the bard in years. the
director's flair for style and invention

can be found throughout the film,
whether it's the "romeo and juliet"

musical number set to the music of the
soundtrack to the great gatsby, the
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paint-splattered production numbers
set in a contemporary strip club, or the
stylized retelling of the couple's "star-
crossed" affair. the plot of the piece,
which stars an unlikely pair of teens
from modern-day verona beach and
their doomed romance, is beautifully
adapted into a series of cinematic set
pieces. from the opening, in which the
romeo-and-juliet characters are shown
as a series of dialogue balloons to the
piece's at the end, which turns juliet's

balcony into a big, operatic stage,
romeo and juliet throws a long,
dramatic shadow. of course, the

movie's biggest failing is not in the
casting, which is fine as is, but the fact

that it only covers a small portion of
the play's action. as much as one can

appreciate the movie's visual splendor,
one also wonders why a director so
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gifted in crafting visual language would
not have taken the time to frame the

story as more than a series of
gloriously shot scenes. then again, the
lack of a story arc doesn't matter when

you have gorgeous landscapes and
actors playing gorgeous characters.
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